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The Dream will Blossom - As the Flowers grow.

Intentions set in Winter  -  Will Flower in Spring’s Grow. 

                                             

When the snow has melted,

Brother Bear comes out to play.

Intentions will awaken and magic come to play.

Harming none and blessing All.

In the time of Deep Snow and Hybernation

Let the Dream’s Intention call.

In the deep place of January, 

May your intentions be set.

With the power of the Bear, may your dreams be met.



            R            Raven’s aven’s 

WWingsings
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Time to Soar

with Raven Wings!

The light grows longer,

The darkest night passed.

Take a deep breath,

And spread your wings.

Feel the deep Awakenings.

Snow begins to lessen,

Storms are fierce.

Wind speaks loudly.





SPRING EQUINOX
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Food and Life Return!

Light returning to Power!

Green and Warming.

In the Early  Morning Light,

The music of Spring is heard.



RRacoon’s acoon’s MMask...ask...
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With the special magic of a bandit’s mask ...

Hidden powers are seen,

April Fools or Revelation?

The choice is Ours

to Redeem.





BELTANE
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A Beltane Totem

Celebrating Spring 

Welcoming Life and Fertility!

Soft and fuzzy, 

Quick and sensative.

Lover of Gardens. 

Good eater of the greens.

 

May Rabbit’s fertility

Bring Beltane Blessings!



BBloominglooming



SUMMER SOLSTICE
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Life is in Bloom in JUNE!

From the Eggs 

of 

Spring ...

Come Summer’s 

Young.
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Celebrating life.Celebrating life.
  

Enjoying long days and Warm nights.Enjoying long days and Warm nights.

Stop and smell the flowers,Stop and smell the flowers,

Enjoy the sun, the light and the Fullness of Life!Enjoy the sun, the light and the Fullness of Life!

Summer is a Busy time!Summer is a Busy time!
  

Remember,Remember,
  

While out collecting honey While out collecting honey 

for the hive,for the hive,





LAMMAS DAY
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The end of SummerThe end of Summer

A visit to a friendA visit to a friend

Gifted me a Rose flowerGifted me a Rose flower

Near her season’s end.Near her season’s end.

  

The tides move swiftlyThe tides move swiftly

The seasons change fast.The seasons change fast.

Enjoy these warm moments Enjoy these warm moments 

While they last.While they last.

A treasure hidden to be sureA treasure hidden to be sure

But movement brought himBut movement brought him

To the fore.To the fore.

The end of Summer,The end of Summer,

A stroll on the beach,A stroll on the beach,

A magical creature we did reach.A magical creature we did reach.





FALL EQUINOX
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A time for Nature’s Critters 

To gather and feast!

Fall’s lesson here to teach,

With letting go 

Comes increase.

Like the water ’s,

Seeds release ...





Bring in the skeletons - 

Don’t forget the bats!

Awaken rebirth,

As we enter the dark.

Remember the seed - You must end to start.

HALLOWSMAS
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We ready our hearts - 

To go deep within.

Call totems of spiders 

and sleek black cats.

This is the time -

Of the Dream. Let magic begin.

A Time of Mystery - Deep power of old.

Ancestors Remembered, the old stories told.
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May we travel safely, sure footed on our sacred paths,

With the blessings  and wisdom of Horse’s Spirit. As the days darken, Travel with a lighter heart,

Setting your mind on Gratitude. 

As the Road traveled reveals hidden treasures to a free spirit;

Able to ride the chill winds of November.





With the eyes of Gentle Doe, may we through our obstacles go.

Through kindness will harshness subside.

And you will leap to the other side.

With new perspective from the old,

Leap free with deer’s grace as life unfolds.

WINTER SOLSTICE
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May this year be filled with kindness. 

‘Walk in Peace’  is this year’s calendar title.
May we truly walk in harmony with ourselves and life around us.

The 2022 calendar is a journey through the animal and 
insect world via the seasons, honoring the wisdom they share.

My beloved Black Knight, Charles Wyffels is the 
photographer behind the beautiful photos, I had the 

pleasure of playing with his many photoes and setting a poem to 
each month. 

Please ENJOY! 

Be Blessed & Blessed Be,
:)- Debi LeFaye
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Included in the 2022 WALK IN PEACE calendar are the Lunar Phases and High Days.
Here is a simple key to their energies:

Set intentions and goals with the new and fresh lunar energy.

Increase intentions add energy to goals as the moon grows larger every night.

Make Full Moon Holy Water, fill up - charge items in the full moon.

Let go of what no longer serves you, as the moon shrinks every night.

All stars, no lunar light. A time to journey and meditate.

2/2

The deep awakening after Winter. 
Light is Increasing, bulbs are pushing up through the earth.

3/20

Balance. Light and Dark, Night and Day are equal. 
Light grows stronger every day until Summer’s Solstice.

5/1 

Celebration of life, budding and growing as symbolized by the Maypole. 
Life is full and bright.

6/21

The day of most light and least dark. Life at its fullest. Sun in its power. 
After today the daylight will decrease and night will grow longer.

8/1 

A Celebration of First Harvests. A time of gathering the first fruits.

9/22 

Balance. Light and Dark, Night and Day are equal. 
Night - Dark grows longer every day until the Winter’s Solstice.

10/31

The veil is thin, life is called back to the earth. 
The seeds, plants and leaves fall to the earth.

12/21

The longest night of the year. A day to spend giving light to celebrate each 
day forward growing in light.


